
*** These are Antiques of tomorrow and made from pure 

material, they need to be handwashed only *** 

 

Visit our website for a demonstration video on how you 

can utilize your NEW CHILLIT! 

 

10/12/13/17oz CHILLIT (Can Sleeve/Mixing Cup) 

The CHILLIT Sleeve is ingeniously designed, inspired by 

both a Coaster and a Coozy. Use it in multiple ways: 

Freeze it – Then remove the can for a quick sip, Chill It -

Then lift the entire sleeve for a gulp, or employ it as a 

mixing cup. All you need to do is give the shiny piece a 

SPIN! Each Sleeve features a precisely crafted inner 

diameter for a vacuum-like grip on your canned drink. 

Choose from four sizes: 

(10oz@310g / 12oz@440g / 13oz@400g/ 17oz@370g). 

Versatile as both a cup and a sleeve! The 12oz conceals a 

355ml can, while the 17oz perfectly fits 440ml cans and 

the 13oz is for the slim cans! Many customers enjoy the 12 

and 17oz with our exclusive 1oz shot lid, ideal for mixing. 

Don't forget to cool them in a fridge or cooler, or give 

them a spin for mixing or fidgeting! 

2oz CHILLIT (Shot Glass)325g 

Redefine your shot experience with this unique 2oz shot 

glass, marked with a 1oz line for accurate measures. 

Expertly weighted at the base for stability and designed 

for a comfortable grip. 

5oz CHILLIT (Highball Cup)284g 

Ideal for those strong drinks, with or without ice. Pre-chill 

in the fridge or freezer for a 5oz serving of your preferred 

spirit. 

20 & 30 Oz CHILLIT (Mixing Or a Beer Stein)671g 

Responding to customer demand for larger sizes, these 

20oz and 30oz options are perfect for mixing drinks with 

the spin feature. Now available with a 2oz or 3oz Lid. 

Also, great as a wine bottle chiller too! 

** The complete set of 5 pieces is designed for efficient 

storage, with each smaller size fitting into the larger ones. 

Alternatively, use a spacer to turn them into the 

Alumination Cup for display on your bar!**  

16 Oz CHILLIT (Unbreakable Wine Goblet)224g 

Wine aficionados, this one's for you! The ultimate 16oz 

goblet for your favorite wine, designed to last a lifetime 

without breaking. These come either with or without a 

stem! And a 1oz shot Lid is available for them too!  

 

Discover the Full Collection & Learn More  

www.AluminationCanada.com 
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